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LIMIT LAWS FOR RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT
JANET E. HEFFERNAN AND SIDNEY RESNICK
Abstract. Models based on assumptions of multivariate regular variation and hidden regular variation
provide ways to describe a broad range of extremal dependence structures when marginal distributions
are heavy tailed. Multivariate regular variation provides a rich description of extremal dependence in
the case of asymptotic dependence, but fails to distinguish between exact independence and asymptotic
independence. Hidden regular variation addresses this problem by requiring components of the random
vector to be simultaneously large but on a smaller scale than the scale for the marginal distributions. In
doing so, hidden regular variation typically restricts attention to that part of the probability space where
all variables are simultaneously large. However, since under asymptotic independence the largest values
do not occur in the same observation, the region where variables are simultaneously large may not be of
primary interest. A di®erent philosophy was o®ered in the paper of He®ernan and Tawn (2004) which allows
examination of distributional tails other than the joint tail. This approach used an asymptotic argument
which conditions on one component of the random vector and ¯nds the limiting conditional distribution of
the remaining components as the conditioning variable becomes large. In this paper, we provide a thorough
mathematical examination of the limiting arguments building on the orientation of He®ernan and Tawn
(2004). We examine the conditions required for the assumptions made by the conditioning approach to
hold, and highlight simililarities and di®erences between the new and established methods.
1. Introduction
Extreme value theory motivates statistical models for the tails of multivariate probability distributions.
All such theory relies on some form of asymptotic argument; it is this limiting argument which forces us into
the distributional tails and allows the examination of the extremal behaviour of random vectors.
The ¯rst such arguments relied upon limiting behaviour imposed by considering componentwise maxima
of random vectors (de Haan (1985), de Haan and Resnick (1977), Pickands (1981), Resnick (1987)). This
approach was extended by Coles and Tawn (1991, 1994), de Haan and de Ronde (1998) in a multivariate
analogue of the one-dimensional threshold methods of Davison and Smith (1990), Smith (1989). All of
these methods rely on the assumption of multivariate regular variation. They provide a rich class of models
to describe asymptotic dependence but cannot distinguish between asymptotic independence and exact
independence. In response to this weakness, theory and models o®ering a richer description of asymptotic
independence behaviour have been developed by Ledford and Tawn (1996, 1997, 1998), Resnick (2002),
Maulik and Resnick (2003), He®ernan and Resnick (2004). The assumptions underlying this broader class
of models have been termed hidden regular variation which elaborates the concept of the coe±cient of tail
dependence.
Models based on assumptions of multivariate regular variation and hidden regular variation provide ways
to describe a range of extremal dependence structures. The methods have common reliance on limiting
procedures in which all vector components are scaled by a functions increasing to in¯nity. In the case
of asymptotic dependence, reliance only on multivariate regular variation is su±cient since in this case the
largest values of the components of the random vector tend to occur together. However, models based on this
assumption fail to distinguish between asymptotic independence and exact independence and as such provide
an inadequate description of dependence within the asymptotic independence class. Hidden regular variation
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attempts to repair this defect by allowing a di®erent scale function which gives non-trivial limit behavior when
vector components are simultaneously large. Although the hidden regular variation as typically formulated
provides a more satisfactory description of the joint tail of the distribution for asymptotically independent
variables, this approach still has practical limitations in applications where interest is in tail regions other
than the joint tail. These other tail regions are of practical signi¯cance since under asymptotic independence,
the largest values of the components of the random vector tend not to occur in the same observation.
The ability to examine distributional tails in which one or more but not necessarily all of the vector
components are simultaneously large was put forward in a recent paper of He®ernan and Tawn (2004). They
promoted the alternative orientation of directly focusing on a single variable being large by conditioning
on one component of the random vector and ¯nding the limiting conditional distribution of the remaining
components as the conditioning variable becomes large. Simulation studies in He®ernan and Tawn (2004)
suggested that this alternative approach is useful in accurately describing a range of qualitatively di®erent
dependence structures including asymptotic dependence, asymptotic independence and negative dependence.
The approach is °exible and readily applicable to general d-dimensional distributions. However, this new
basis for modelling multivariate extremes was criticised in the discussion to the paper as lacking a rigorous
theoretical underpinning. The discussion highlighted the need for further work to clarify how the approach
extends and/or di®ers from established methodologies which rely on multivariate regular variation and hidden
regular variation.
In this paper, we o®er such a theoretical examination of the limiting arguments employed by He®ernan and
Tawn (2004). We examine the conditions required for the assumptions made by the conditioning approach
to hold, and highlight simililarities and di®erences between the new and established methods.
We begin by introducing some concepts and notation relied upon in the remainder of the paper.
1.1. Preliminaries and notation. We consider the distribution of a bivariate random vector (X;Y ) on
R2 under the condition that Y is large. Generalizations could be made to the case of a (d + 1)-dimensional
vector
(X;Y ) := (X(1);:::;X(d);Y )
where we seek conditional limits of X given Y is large. However, we leave such generalizations to subsequent
investigations.
1.1.1. Domains of attraction. We assume the distribution function F of Y is in a domain of attraction of an
extreme value distribution G°(x) , written F 2 D(G°). This means there exist functions a(t) > 0;b(t) 2 R,
such that as t ! 1
(1.1) Ft(a(t)x + b(t)) ! G°(x);
weakly, where
G°(x) = expf¡(1 + °x)¡1=°g; 1 + °x > 0; ° 2 R;
and the expression on the right is interpreted as e¡e
¡x
if ° = 0: See, for example, Coles (2001), de Haan
(1970), Embrechts et al. (1997), Reiss and Thomas (2001), Resnick (1987). We can and do assume
b(t) =
³ 1
1 ¡ F(¢)
´Ã
(t);
where for a non-decreasing function U we de¯ne the left continuous inverse
UÃ(t) = inffy : U(y) ¸ tg:
Setting ¹ F = 1 ¡ F, we have relation (1.1) is equivalent to
(1.2) t ¹ F(a(t)x + b(t)) ! (1 + °x)¡1=°; 1 + °x > 0:RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 3
1.1.2. The function classes ¦ and ¡. Continue the domain of attraction discussion: Writing (1.2) as
³ 1
1 ¡ F(a(t)x + b(t))
´
=t ! (1 + °x)1=°
and inverting yields as t ! 1
(1.3)
b(ty) ¡ b(t)
a(t)
!
(
y
°¡1
° ; if ° 6= 0;
logy; if ° = 0:
In case ° = 0, (1.3) says that b(¢) 2 ¦(a
¡
¢)
¢
; that is, the function b(¢) is ¦-varying with auxiliary function
a(¢) (Resnick (1987), pages 26®, Bingham et al. (1987), de Haan (1970), Geluk and de Haan (1987)).
More generally (de Haan and Resnick (1979), Bingham et al. (1987, Chapter 3)) de¯ne for an auxiliary
function a(t) > 0, ¦+(a) to be the set of all functions ¼ : R+ 7! R+ such that
(1.4) lim
t!1
¼(tx) ¡ ¼(t)
a(t)
= klogx; x > 0; k > 0:
The class ¦¡(a) is de¯ned similarly except that k < 0 and
¦(a) = ¦+(a) [ ¦¡(a):
By adjusting the auxiliary function in the denominator, it is always possible to assume k = §1.
Two functions ¼i 2 ¦§(a), i = 1;2 are ¦(a)-equivalent if for some c 2 R
lim
t!1
¼1(t) ¡ ¼2(t)
a(t)
= c:
There is usually no loss of generality in assuming c = 0.
The class of regularly varying functions with index ½ 2 R is denoted by RV½ so that U : R+ 7! R+ satis¯es
U 2 RV½ if
(1.5) lim
t!1
U(tx)
U(t)
= x½; x > 0:
The following are known facts about ¦-varying functions.
(1) We have ¼ 2 ¦+(a) i® 1=¼ 2 ¦¡(a=¼2):
(2) If ¼ 2 ¦+(a), then (de Haan and Resnick (1979, page 1031) or Bingham et al. (1987, page 159))
there exists a continuous and strictly increasing ¦(a)-equivalent function ¼0 with ¼ ¡ ¼0 = o(a).
(3) If ¼ 2 ¦+(a), then
lim
t!1
¼(t) =: ¼(1)
exists. If ¼(1) = 1, then ¼ 2 RV0 and ¼(t)=a(t) ! 1. If ¼(1) < 1, then ¼(1) ¡ ¼(t) 2 ¦¡(a)
and ¼(1) ¡ ¼(t) 2 RV0 and (¼(1) ¡ ¼(t))=a(t) ! 1. (Cf. Geluk and de Haan (1987, page 25).)
Furthermore,
1
¼(1) ¡ ¼(t)
2 ¦+
¡
a=(¼(1) ¡ ¼(t))2¢
:
In addition to the function class ¦ we need de Haan's class ¡ (Bingham et al. (1987), de Haan (1970,
1974), Geluk and de Haan (1987), Resnick (1987)). A function V : R+ 7! R+ is a ¡-function with auxiliary
function f (written V 2 ¡(f)) if, as t ! 1;
V (t + xf(t))
V (t)
! ex; x > 0:
For V non-decreasing, V 2 ¡(f) i® V Ã 2 ¦(f ± V Ã):4 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
1.1.3. Vague convergence. For a nice space E, that is, a space which is locally compact with countable base
(for example, a ¯nite dimensional Euclidean space), denote M+(E) for the non-negative Radon measures on
Borel subsets of E. This space is metrized by the vague metric. The notion of vague convergence in this
space is as follows: If ¹n 2 M+(E) for n ¸ 0, then ¹n converge vaguely to ¹0 (written ¹n
v ! ¹0) if for all
bounded continuous functions f with compact support we have
Z
E
fd¹n !
Z
E
fd¹0 (n ! 1):
This concept allows us to write (1.2) as
(1.6) tP[
Y ¡ b(t)
a(t)
2 ¢]
v ! m°(¢);
vaguely in M+((¡1;1]) where
m°((x;1]) = (1 + °x)¡1=°:
Standard references include Kallenberg (1983), Neveu (1977) and (Resnick, 1987, Chapter 3).
1.1.4. The group of a±ne transformations. It is sometimes convenient and worthwhile to adopt the following
notation (Balkema (1973)): For a > 0;b 2 R de¯ne the a±ne transformation
Ta;b(x) =
x ¡ b
a
; so that T
¡1
a;b(y) = ay + b
and
Ta;b ± T
¡1
®;¯(x) =Ta;b(®x + ¯)
=
®
a
x +
¯ ¡ b
a
(1.7)
=
x ¡
b¡¯
®
a=®
= T a
®;
b¡¯
® : (1.8)
De¯ne
A® = fTa;b : a > 0;b 2 Rg;
and metrize A® by the metric
d(Ta;b;T®;¯) = jloga ¡ log®j _ jb ¡ ¯j:
Two families fTa1(t);b1(t);t > 0g and fTa2(t);b2(t);t > 0g are asymptotically equivalent if
Ta1(t);b1(t) ± T
¡1
a2(t);b2(t) ! TA;B 2 A®:
1.1.5. Vector notation. Vectors are denoted by bold letters, capitals for random vectors and lower case
for non-random vectors. For example: x = (x(1);:::;x(d)) 2 Rd: Operations between vectors should be
interpreted componentwise so that for two vectors x and z
x < z means x(i) < z(i); i = 1;:::;d; x · z means x(i) · z(i); i = 1;:::;d;
x = z means x(i) = z(i); i = 1;:::;d; zx = (z(1)x(1);:::;z(d)x(d));
x
_
z = (x(1) _ z(1);:::;x(d) _ z(d));
x
z
=
³x(1)
z(1) ;:::;
x(d)
z(d)
´
;
and so on. Also de¯ne 0 = (0;:::;0): For a real number c, denote as usual cx = (cx(1);:::;cx(d)): We denote
the rectangles (or the higher dimensional intervals) by
[a;b] = fx 2 E : a · x · bg:
Higher dimensional rectangles with one or both endpoints open are de¯ned analogously, for example,
(a;b] = fx 2 E : a < x · bg:RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 5
1.2. Paper overview. The remainder of the paper is layed out as follows. We consider the bivariate random
vector (X;Y ) on R2. In Section 2 we explore the implications of assuming the existence of
(1) scaling functions a(¢) > 0;®(¢) > 0;
(2) centering functions (b(¢);¯(¢)) 2 R2,
and
(3) a measure ¹ 2 M+
¡
[¡1;1] £ (¡1;1]
¢
such that for each ¯xed y, ¹
¡
(¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
is not a
degenerate distribution function in x and likewise for each ¯xed x, ¹
¡
(¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
is not a
degenerate distribution function in y,
such that
(1.9) tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
Y ¡ b(t)
a(t)
> y
i
! ¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
;
at continuity points (x;y) of the limit. This will imply (1.1) for Y , and then it is seen that (1.9) is equivalent
to assuming the existence of the conditional limiting distribution of the scaled and centered X variable given
Y is extreme:
(1.10) P
hX ¡ ¯ ± bÃ(t)
® ± bÃ(t)
· xjY > t
i
! ¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (0;1]
¢
; (t ! 1):
This observation motivates our focusing on to the convergence implied by (1.9).
In Section 3, we highlight connections between assumption (1.9) and standard assumptions of multivari-
ate regular variation and hidden regular variation, and in particular show that under multivariate regular
variation, (1.9) assumes something additional beyond multivariate regular variation only under asymptotic
independence.
Section 4 illustrates our results with a range of examples. Of particular interest is the bivariate Normal
example which shows a transformation of X for which the limit (1.9) does not exist. This motivates Section 5,
in which we explore how °exible one can be in the choice of measurement units in which to record X such
that the limit measure in (1.9) does exist. Our results suggest how to construct change of variable functions
which will give such a limit.
Having established conditions for the existence of a limit in (1.9), in Section 6 we characterise the class of
limiting measures attainable. These measures are found to be either product measures or to have a spectral
form similar in °avour to the class of limits found under multivariate regular variation or hidden regular
variation, with convergence being on some suitably modi¯ed space.
In Section 7, we treat the normalisation of the X-variable with a function of Y rather than a deterministic
transformation, and ¯nd that this leads to a product limit form in all cases.
Section 8 returns in more detail to the modelling assumptions made by He®ernan and Tawn (2004) which
motivated the work of this paper, and discusses the implications of the new results for their conditional
approach to modelling multivariate extreme values.
2. Basic Definitions and Results.
In this Section we give some basic implications of (1.9) and the assumptions (1), (2), and (3) given at the
beginning of Section 1.2. We ¯rst observe that (1.9) is equivalent to
(2.1) tP
h³X ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
;
Y ¡ b(t)
a(t)
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ¹(¢);
in M+
¡
[¡1;1] £ (¡1;1]
¢
:
Here are other conclusions from our assumptions:
(1) Setting x = 1 in (1.9) we see that F 2 D(G°) for some ° 2 R.
(2) Without loss of generality, we may assume Y is heavy tailed since
tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
bÃ(Y )
t
> y
i
=tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
Y ¡ b(t)
a(t)
>
b(ty) ¡ b(t)
a(t)
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!
(
¹
¡
(¡1;x] £ (
y
°¡1
° ;1]
¢
; if ° 6= 0;
¹
¡
(¡1;x] £ (logy;1]
¢
; if ° = 0:
(2.2)
Note if the distribution F of Y is continuous, bÃ(Y ) has a Pareto distribution and, in any case,
bÃ(Y ) will always have a distribution tail which is asymptotically Pareto. In light of (2.2), we will
always write (1.9) as
(2.3) tP[
X ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y] ! ¹
¡
(¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
; x 2 R;y > 0;
and refer to (2.3) as the basic convergence in standard form.
Remark 1. Change to standard form shows that we are free to change the marginal distribution of
the Y -variable without disturbing the conditional convergence (1.10) (with b(t) = t). However, we
will see in Section 4, that this is sometimes impossible for the X-variable.
(3) We reiterate the connection with conditional modeling when (2.3) is assumed:
Ht
¡
®(t)x + ¯(t)
¢
:=P[
X ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· xjY > t]
=
P[
X¡¯(t)
®(t) · x;Y > t]
P[Y > t]
»tP[
X ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
Y
t
> 1] ! ¹
¡
(¡1;x] £ (1;1]
¢
=: H(x): (2.4)
This assumes (x;1) is a continuity point of the limit and if not, a minor modi¯cation must be made.
The following is an initial attempt to understand the properties of the functions ®(¢) and ¯(¢):
Proposition 1. Suppose (X;Y ) satisfy the standard form condition (2.3). Then there exist two functions
Ã1(¢);Ã2(¢); such that for all c > 0,
(2.5) lim
t!1
®(tc)
®(t)
= Ã1(c);
and
(2.6) lim
t!1
¯(tc) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
! Ã2(c):
The convergence in (2.5) and (2.6) is uniform on compact subsets of (0;1).
Proof. On the one hand we have (2.4) and on the other we have
lim
t!1
P
hX ¡ ¯(tc)
®(tc)
· xj
Y
t
> 1
i
= lim
t!1
tP
hX ¡ ¯(tc)
®(tc)
· x;
Y
t
> 1
i
= lim
t!1
tc
c
P
hX ¡ ¯(tc)
®(tc)
· x;
Y
tc
> c¡1
i
!
¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (c¡1;1]
¢
c
=: H(c)(x): (2.7)
To summarize, on the one hand
Ht(®(t)x + ¯(t)) ! H(x); (2.8)
and on the other
Ht(®(tc)x + ¯(tc)) ! H(c)(x): (2.9)RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 7
The convergence to types theorem (see, for example, Resnick (1998, page 275)) implies that (2.5) and (2.6)
hold and also
(2.10) H(c)(x) = H(Ã1(c)x + Ã2(c)):
To prove local uniform convergence in (2.5) and (2.6), replace c > 0 in the argument with c(t) where
c(t) ! c 2 (0;1). Then (2.5) and (2.6) still hold and since Ã1;Ã2 are continuous (see next paragraph), the
result follows from continuous convergence. See Resnick (1987, page 2), or Kuratowski (1966). ¤
From (2.5), we have that ®(¢) is regularly varying with some index ½ 2 R, written ® 2 RV½, so that
Ã1(x) = x½. (See Resnick (1987, page 14), Bingham et al. (1987), de Haan (1970), Feller (1971), Geluk and
de Haan (1987), Seneta (1976).) The function Ã2(x) may be identically zero. However, if it is not, then the
wisdom of Geluk and de Haan (1987, page 16) informs us that
(2.11) Ã2(x) =
(
k
(x
½¡1)
½ ; if ½ 6= 0; x > 0;
klogx; if ½ = 0; x > 0;
for k 2 R. Furthermore we have the following more detailed information:
(i) ½ > 0: Then ¯(¢) 2 RV½ and
¯(t) »
1
½
®(t):
(ii) ½ = 0: Then ¯(¢) 2 ¦(®) and ® 2 RV0. So ® is the auxiliary function of the ¦-function ¯.
(iii) ½ < 0: Then
¯(1) = lim
t!1
¯(t)
exists ¯nite and
¯(1) ¡ ¯(t) 2 RV½;
¡
¯(1) ¡ ¯(t)
¢
»
1
j½j
®(t):
We verify that for case (iii), a change of variable reduces (iii) to (i). For case (iii) we have
tP
hX ¡ ¯(1) + [¯(1) ¡ ¯(t)]
½(¯(1) ¡ ¯(t))
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
! ¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
:
Write
(2.12) ~ X :=
1
X ¡ ¯(1)
; ~ ¯(t) :=
1
½
¡
¯(1) ¡ ¯(t)
¢;
so that
tP
h ~ X
~ ¯(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
=tP
h X ¡ ¯(1)
½(¯(1) ¡ ¯(t))
>
1
x
;
Y
t
> y
i
=tP
h X ¡ ¯(1)
½(¯(1) ¡ ¯(t))
+
1
½
>
1
x
+
1
½
;
Y
t
> y
i
!¹
¡
(
1
x
+
1
½
;1] £ (y;1]
¢
=: ~ ¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
: (2.13)
We conclude that case (iii) can be reduced to case (i) and does not need separate theoretical attention.
2.1. When can we standardize the X-variable? Remark 1 suggests it will be useful to consider whether
we can standardize the X-variable. This will be possible if ¯(t) ¸ 0 and Ã2(¢) in (2.6) is not constant and
¯Ã is non-decreasing on the range of X since in this case we have for x > 0,
tP
h¯Ã(X)
t
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
=tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
·
¯(tx) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
;
Y
t
> y
i
!¹
¡
[¡1;Ã2(x)] £ (y;1]
¢
: (2.14)
However, we emphasize there are important cases where Ã2(x) is identically zero; see Section 4.1.
Some additional remarks on when the X-variable can be standardized are in the next two subsections.8 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
2.1.1. When is the limit ¹ a product measure? It turns out that ¹ being a product measure is equivalent to
Ã1 ´ 1 and Ã2 ´ 0.
Proposition 2. We have ¹ = H £ º1, that is
¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
= H(x)y¡1
i® for all c > 0,
(2.15) Ã1(c) = lim
t!1
®(tc)
®(t)
= 1; Ã2(c) = lim
t!1
¯(tc) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
= 0;
so that
(2.16) T®(t);¯(t) ± T
¡1
®(tc);¯(tc) ! T1;0;
the identify in A®.
Proof. Given that ¹ is a product, we have from (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) that H(c)(x) = H(x). Hence (2.15)
follows from the convergence to types theorem. Conversely, if (2.15) holds, H(c)(x) = H(x) and from (2.7)
we have, for all c > 0,
¹
¡
[¡1;1] £ (c¡1;1]
¢
= cH(x):
So for all y > 0,
¹
¡
[¡1;1] £ (y;1]
¢
= H(x)y¡1:
¤
The next corollary gives some information about when X can be standardized.
Corollary 1. Assume ¯(t) ¸ 0 and ¯Ã is non-decreasing on the range of X. Then the X-variable can be
standardized as in (2.14) i® the limit ¹ is not a product measure.
2.1.2. When is ¯(t) monotone? The previous Corollary 1 gives a criterion for when X can be standardized
but begs the question of when ¯ is monotone. Consider the case where Ã2 6´ 0 and Ã2 is given by (2.11)
and indexed by ½ 2 R. For discussing when ¯(t) is monotone, it is important to remember that ¯(¢) is only
determined up to the asymptotic equivalence given by the convergence to types theorem.
Consider the following cases.
(1) ½ > 0: For this case, we have ¯ 2 RV½ and there exists ~ ¯(t) 2 RV½ such that ~ ¯(¢) is continuous,
strictly increasing to 1 with ¯ » ~ ¯. (For instance, ~ ¯ can be constructed from the Karamata
representation of ¯(¢).) So without loss of generality, for the case ½ > 0, we may assume ¯(¢) is
continuous and strictly increasing.
(2) ½ < 0: The transformation described in (2.12) and (2.13), show that the pair (X;Y ) can be trans-
formed to ( ~ X;Y ) satisfying ½ > 0.
(3) ½ = 0: Suppose ¯(¢) 2 ¦+(a). From de Haan and Resnick (1979) as reviewed in Item 2 of Sub-section
1.1.2, there exists ~ ¯(t) which is continuous, strictly increasing and such that ¯¡ ~ ¯ = o(a) so that the
convergence of types theorem allows us to replace ¯ by ~ ¯. Assume this is done which is tantamount
to dropping the tilde. Then there are two cases to consider.
(a) ¯(1) = 1:
(b) ¯(1) < 1:
For 3a it is clear that ¯(t) has the desired properties of being continuous and strictly increasing to
1. For 3b, proceed as follows to transform (X;Y ): De¯ne
(2.17) ~ X =
1
¯(1) ¡ X
; ~ ¯(t) =
1
¯(1) ¡ ¯(t)
; ~ ®(t) =
®(t)
(¯(1) ¡ ¯(t))2:
Then ~ ¯(t) " 1 is continuous and strictly monotone and ~ ¯ 2 ¦+(~ ®) and after some calculation we
get
tP
h ~ X ¡ ~ ¯(t)
~ ®(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
] =tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
·
x
1 +
®(t)x
¯(1)¡¯(t)
;
Y
t
> y
iRANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 9
!¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
:
Thus after the transformation of (X;Y ) to ( ~ X;Y ), case 3b is reduced to case 3a.
What if ¯ 2 ¦¡(a)? Then de¯ne
~ X = ¡X; ~ ¯(t) = ¡¯(t); ~ ®(t) = ®(t):
Then ~ ¯ 2 ¦+(a) and this case reduces to the case when ¯ 2 ¦+(a) since
tP
h ~ X ¡ ~ ¯(t)
~ ®(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
=tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
¸ ¡x;
Y
t
> y
i
!¹
¡
[¡x;1] £ (y;1]
¢
:
2.1.3. Summary. Provided one is willing to pay the expense of a transformation X 7! ~ X, we can always
standardize the X-variable in the case that the limit measure ¹ is NOT a product measure. When the limit
¹ is a product measure, standardization is not possible; an example is given in Section 4.1.3. To verify the
impossibility, suppose
tP
h³X ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! H £ º1
and suppose there exists h ¸ 0, h non-decreasing such that
tP
h³h(X)
t
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ¹¤
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
;
where the limit satis¯es the non-degeneracy assumptions. Then
tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
·
hÃ(tx) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
;
Y
t
> y
i
converges and there exists a non-decreasing function Ã3(x), not identically constant so that
hÃ(tx) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
! Ã3(x)
and then
¹¤
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
= H(Ã3(x))y¡1:
Therefore
tP
hh(X) ¡ t
t
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
! H(Ã3(x + 1))y¡1:
From Proposition 2, we get for all x
tx ¡ t
t
! 0;
a contradiction.
2.2. Densities. In this section we see what form the basic convergence takes when (X;Y ) has a density.
Retaining the philosophy that the Y -variable has been transformed to the standard case, for this sub-section,
we assume the following:
(1) The pair (X;Y ) has density f(x;y).
(2) The density fY (y) of the Y -variable satis¯es
fY (y) = y¡2; y > 1:
Since we have densities, we assume the transformation to Y being standard renders Y a standard
Pareto random variable.10 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
(3) The joint density satis¯es
(2.18) t2®(t)f(®(t)x + ¯(t);ty) ! g(x;y) 2 L1
¡
[¡1;1] £ (0;1]
¢
;
where the limit g(x;y) is integrable and non-trivial and satis¯es
(2.19) v2g(u;v) is a probability density in u
for each ¯xed v > 0.
Proposition 3. With the assumptions just listed, (2.3) holds with
¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
=
Z
u·x
Z
v>y
v2g(u;v)dudv:
Proof. We use standard notation for conditional densities. So for instance, fXjY =v(ujv) is the conditional
density of X given Y = v.
We need two facts:
(1) For v > 0, (2.18) implies
(2.20) f X¡¯(t)
®(t) j Y
t =v(ujv) ! v2g(u;v) (t ! 1):
To see this, observe
f X¡¯(t)
®(t) j Y
t =v(ujv) =
f X¡¯(t)
®(t) ; Y
t
(u;v)
f Y
t (v)
=
t®(t)f(®(t)u + ¯(t);tv)
tfY (tv)
=t2®(t)v2f(®(t)u + ¯(t);tv) ! v2g(u;v):
(2) The function of u
f X¡¯(t)
®(t) j Y
t =v(ujv)
is a probability density for ¯xed v.
Now write
tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
=
Z
[v>y]
"Z
[u·x]
f X¡¯(t)
®(t) j Y
t =v(ujv)du
#
tf Y
t (v)dv
=
Z
[v>y]
"Z
[u·x]
f X¡¯(t)
®(t) j Y
t =v(ujv)du
#
v¡2dv:
The integral inside the square bracket has an integrand which is a family of probability densities in the
variable u (with v ¯xed) indexed by t which converges to a limiting probability density v2g(u;v): Hence by
Sche®¶ e's lemma (eg. Resnick (1998, page 253))
"Z
[u·x]
f X¡¯(t)
®(t) j Y
t =v(ujv)du
#
!
Z
[u·x]
v2g(u;v)du:
Now the square bracket term is a conditional probability and hence is a function of v bounded almost surely
by 1. So by dominated convergence, we have proven (2.3) as required. ¤
3. Connection to Asymptotic Independence.
Continue to suppose that (2.3) holds but additionally, that the distribution of (X;Y ) is in the domain of
attraction of a bivariate extreme value distribuion. This means there is a lower left corner ql 2 [¡1;1)
and an upper right corner qu 2 (¡1;1] with ql < qu, for a rectangle [ql;qu] and an exponent measure
º(¢) de¯ned on E = [ql;qu] n fqlg and for some a0(¢);b0(¢) we have
(3.1) tP
h³X ¡ b0(t)
a0(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! º(¢);
in M+(E): Typical cases are when ql = (¡1;0) or ql = (0;0):RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 11
The pair (X;Y ) possess asymptotic independence i®
º
¡
(ql;1]) = 0
and º concentrates its mass on 2 lines through ql. (See Resnick (1987, Chapter 5), Balkema and Resnick
(1977), de Haan and Resnick (1977).) Asymptotic independence means that the distribution function
expf¡º
¡
[ql;x]c¢
g = G1(x(1))G2(x(2))
is a product of two marginal extreme value distributions.
If the distribution of (X;Y ) is in a bivariate domain of attraction, then the distribution of just X is in a
univariate domain of attraction and there is an extreme value index °X corresponding to X. (Recall that
the standard form assumption means that °Y = 1:)
Notice that if the distribution of (X;Y ) is in a bivariate domain of attraction and asymptotic independence
is absent, then (3.1) implies (2.3) with (®;¯) = (a0;b0) and º = ¹. So when (X;Y ) is in a domain of attraction,
only for the case of asymptotic independence is something additional being assumed in (2.3). We now amplify
this point.
The conditioned limit arising from (2.3) implies for y > 0
(3.2) P[T®(t);¯(t)(X) · xj
Y
t
> y] ! y¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
:
The domain of attraction condition (3.1) implies for y > 0,
P[Ta0(t);b0(t)(X) · xj
Y
t
> y] ! yº
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
:
So from the convergence to types theorem, either
(i) º
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
is a degenerate distribution function in x (consistent with asymptotic indepen-
dence)
or
(ii) fTa0(t);b0(t);t > 0g and fT®(t);¯(t);t > 0g are asymptotically equivalent (consistent with lack of
asymptotic independence).
If the possibility (ii) fails, then we have that º
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
degenerate in x for all y > 0 implies
º concentrates on the lines f(x;y) : x = q
(1)
l or y = 0g for some q
(1)
l 2 [¡1;1): This is asymptotic
independence. Furthermore, suppose along a sequence
Ta0(tn);b0(tn) ± T
¡1
®(tn);¯(tn)x ! `(x);
convergence holds. Re-write (3.2) as
P[Ta0(t);b0(t)(X) > Ta0(t);b0(t) ± T
¡1
®(t);¯(t)x;
Y
t
> y] ! ¹
¡
(`(x);1] £ (y;1]
¢
:
The non-degeneracy assumptions for ¹ make `(x) > q
(1)
l impossible and in this sense, ®(t);¯(t) are of smaller
order than a0(t);b0(t). Consider the following special cases.
(1) °X > 0, (ii) fails and ½ > 0 in (2.11). Then b0(t) » 1
°X a0(t) and ¯(t) » 1
½®(t): We may re-write (3.1)
and (2.1) as
tP
h³ X
a0(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! º¤ in M+
¡
[0;1] n f0g
¢
(where º¤ concentrates on f(x;y) : x = 0 or y = 0g) and
tP
h³ X
®(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ¹¤ in M+([0;1] £ (0;1]):
Here, º¤ and ¹¤ are º and ¹ adjusted for the lack of centering and q
(1)
l = 0 and
Ta0(t);0 ± T
¡1
®(t);0(x) =
®(t)
a0(t)
x ! 0:12 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
So ®(t) is of smaller order than a0(t). So for this case, assuming the domain of attraction condition
as well as the condition (2.3) is equivalent to supposing hidden regular variation on the subcone
[0;1] £ (0;1] of [0;1] n f0g. (Cf. Resnick (2002), Maulik and Resnick (2003), He®ernan and
Resnick (2004)).
(2) °X = 0 and (ii) fails: In this case b0 2 ¦(a0) and we have
tP
h³X ¡ b0(t)
a0(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! º in M+
³
([¡1;1] £ [0;1]) n f(¡1;0)g
´
and
P
h³X ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! º in M+([¡1;1] £ (0;1]);
and q
(1)
l = ¡1. Here º concentrates on f(x;y) : x = ¡1 or y = 0g and
Ta0(t);b0(t) ± T
¡1
®(t);¯(t)x =
®(t)
a0(t)
x +
¯(t) ¡ b0(t)
a0(t)
! ¡1
and (®(t);¯(t)) is of smaller order than (a0(t);b0(t)):
4. Examples.
Before proceeding further, we consider some examples to give a feel for intricacies.
4.1. Bivariate normal. Suppose N1;N2 are iid N(0;1) random variables and j½j · 1. De¯ne
(X;Y ) = (
p
1 ¡ ½2N1 + ½N2;N2)
which is a bivariate normal vector with means 0, variances 1 and correlation ½. Recall (for example, from
Resnick (1987, page 71)) that we may set
(4.1) a(t) =
1
p
2logt
; b(t) =
p
2logt ¡
1
2(loglogt + log4¼)
p
2logt
»
1
a(t)
:
4.1.1. Conditional limits for (X;Y ). We begin by discussing the following result learned from Abdous et al.
(2005). Suppose N(x) is the standard normal distribution function and n(y) is its density. Then
(4.2) tP[X ¡ ½b(t) · x;
Y ¡ b(t)
a(t)
> y] ! N(x=
p
1 ¡ ½2)e¡y;
or in standard form,
(4.3) tP[X ¡ ½b(t) · x;
bÃ(Y )
t
> y] ! N(x=
p
1 ¡ ½2)y¡1:
Observe we claim
¯(t) = ½b(t); ®(t) = 1:
It is well known (eg, Resnick (1987, page 71)) that
b(¢) 2 ¦(a(¢))
and therefore
¯(tc) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
=½
¡
b(tc) ¡ b(t)
¢
= ½
¡
b(tc) ¡ b(t)
¢
a(t)
a(t)
»½logc ¢ a(t) ! 0: (4.4)
Thus Ã2(x) in (2.6) is identically 0 and Ã1(x) ´ 1:
We now see why (4.3) is true. We write,
tP[X ¡ ½b(t) · x;
Y ¡ b(t)
a(t)
> y] =tP[
p
1 ¡ ½2N1 + ½N2 ¡ ½b(t) · x;
N2 ¡ b(t)
a(t)
> y]RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 13
=
Z 1
a(t)y+b(t)
P[
p
1 ¡ ½2N1 + ½s ¡ ½b(t) · x]tn(s)ds
=
Z 1
y
P[
p
1 ¡ ½2N1 + ½
¡
a(t)u + b(t)
¢
¡ ½b(t) · x]ta(t)n(a(t)u + b(t))du
»
Z 1
y
P[
p
1 ¡ ½2N1 · x ¡ ½a(t)u]e¡udu
since ta(t)n(a(t)u + b(t)) ! e¡u: Using the fact that a(t) ! 0, we get convergence to
!
Z 1
y
P[
p
1 ¡ ½2N1 · x]e¡udu = N(x=
p
1 ¡ ½2)e¡y;
as claimed.
Since the limit measure is a product measure, we have an illustration of Proposition 2 since ®(t) = 1 and
¯(tc) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
= ½
¡
b(tc) ¡ b(t)
¢
! 0:
4.1.2. Exponential marginals for X. In light of the standard form result (4.3) it is tempting to look at limits
for (bÃ(X);bÃ(Y )) but this turns out not to work. The reason for this is explored in Section 4.1.3. Instead,
following He®ernan and Tawn (2004), we consider (logbÃ(X);logbÃ(Y )). Thus we can transform X to have
exponential marginals but not Pareto marginals.
We show the standard form
(4.5) tP
hlogbÃ(X) ¡ logbÃ(½b(t))
½b(t)
· x;
bÃ(Y )
t
> y
i
! N
¡ x
p
1 ¡ ½2
¢
y¡1:
The demonstration needs the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The function
V (t):= ¡ log ¹ N(logt) = logbÃ(logt) 2 ¦(logt)
is ¦-varying with auxiliary function
g(t) = logt:
Proof. To prove membership in the ¦-class, it su±ces according to de Haan (1976) (see alternatively Resnick
(1987, page 30)), to show
V 0(t) 2 RV¡1
and then the auxiliary function can be taken to be tV 0(t). So it su±ces to show
¡
¡log ¹ N(logt)
¢0
»
logt
t
2 RV¡1:
The derivative is
n(logt)t¡1
¹ N(logt)
»
n(logt)t¡1
n(logt)=logt
= t¡1 logt 2 RV¡1:
¤
To show (4.5), we use (4.3) and the Delta method. The left side of (4.5) is
tP
hV
¡
eX¡½b(t)e½b(t)¢
¡ V
¡
e½b(t)¢
g
¡
e½b(t)¢ · x;
bÃ(Y )
t
> y
i
!P[logeN1
p
1¡½2
· x]y¡1
=N
³ x
p
1 ¡ ½2
´
y¡1:
Here is the conditional form of (4.5), where X is transformed to have exponential marginals:
lim
t!1
P
hlogbÃ(X) ¡ logbÃ(½b(t))
½b(t)
· xjY > b(t)
i
= lim
t!1
P
hlogbÃ(X) ¡ logbÃ(½t)
½t
· xjY > t
i14 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
=N
¡ x
p
1 ¡ ½2
¢
:
When the marginal distribution of X is normal, the conditional form of (4.3) has the same limit:
lim
t!1P[X ¡ ½b(t) · xjY > b(t)] = lim
t!1P[X ¡ ½t · xjY > t] = N
³ x
p
1 ¡ ½2
´
:
This result seems natural when one observes that the normal distribution has exponential tails.
After transformation of X to exponential marginals, we have
¯(t) = ¡log ¹ N(½b(t)); ®(t) = ½b(t);
and again Ã2(t) = 0: The reason is that
¯(tc) ¡ ¯(t)
½b(t)
=
log
Ã
¹ N(½b(tc))
¹ N(½b(t))
!
½b(t)
»
log
Ã
n(½b(tc))
n(½b(t))
!
½b(t)
»
loge
½2
2
¡
b
2(tc)¡b
2(t)
¢
½b(t)
=
½2
2
³
b(tc) ¡ b(t)
´
³
b(tc) + b(t)
´
½b(t)
»½
¡
b(tc) ¡ b(t)
¢
! 0;
using the same argument as in (4.4). (This provides another illustration of Proposition 2.)
4.1.3. Why X cannot be transformed to Pareto. It is noteworthy that one cannot transform X to have
Pareto marginals and expect the analogue of (4.2) to hold. Here is the explanation which also relates to the
discussion in Section 2.1.3.
Suppose for some choice of centering and scaling ®2(t) > 0;¯2(t) 2 R we have
(4.6) lim
t!1tP
hbÃ(X) ¡ ¯2(t)
®2(t)
· x;
bÃ(Y )
t
> y
i
exists and is non-degenerate in the sense of condition (iii) stated at the beginning of Section 2. This expression
(4.6) equals
(4.7) lim
t!1
P[X ¡ ½b(t) · b
¡
®2(t)x + ¯2(t)
¢
¡ ½b(t);
bÃ(Y )
t
> y]
and from (4.2) we would have for some non-decreasing limit Ã(x), that as t ! 1,
(4.8) b
¡
®2(t)x + ¯2(t)
¢
¡ ½b(t) ! Ã(x):
Furthermore, the limit in (4.6) would have to be
(4.9) N
¡ Ã(x)
p
1 ¡ ½2
¢
y¡1:
Inverting (4.8), we would need
bÃ(y + ½b(t)) ¡ ¯2(t)
®2(t)
! ÃÃ(y):
Changing variables leads to
bÃ(logtx)) ¡ ¯2(bÃ(
log t
½ ))
®2(bÃ(
log t
½ ))
! ÃÃ(logx):
If ÃÃ is not constant, then (Geluk and de Haan (1987, page 16))
bÃ ± log =
³ 1
1 ¡ N
´
± log
is either regularly varying with positive index or it is ¦-varying. Neither of these possibilities is true. If ÃÃ
is constant, then the limit (4.9) fails the non-degeneracy assumptions.
So assuming the non-degenerate limit exists in (4.6) leads to a contradiction.RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 15
4.2. Heavy tailed examples. In this sub-section, we present examples of heavy tailed random variables
posessing asymptotic independence, i.e. for which (ii) in Section 3 fails.
4.2.1. Mixture of independent standard regularly varying random variables I: power transform. Suppose
(U;V ) has a distribution which is standard regularly varying on [0;1)2 which means there is a limit measure
º on [0;1]2 n f0g such that
tP
h³U
t
;
V
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! º
in M+
¡
[0;1]2 n f0g
¢
. For example, (U;V ) could be max-stable with exponent º. Suppose (Ui;Vi); i = 1;2
are iid copies of (U;V ). For 0 < p < 1, de¯ne
(4.10) (X;Y ) = B(U1;V
p
1 ) + (1 ¡ B)(U
p
2;V2);
where
P[B = 0] = P[B = 1] =
1
2
;
and B is independent of (Ui;Vi); i = 1;2:
Observe that for any x > 0;y > 0
tP
n
[
X
t
· x;
Y
t
· y]c
o
= tP
h³X
t
;
Y
t
´
2 [0;(x;y)]c
i
=
t
2
P
hU1
t
> x or
V
p
1
t
> y
i
+
t
2
P
hU
p
2
t
> x or
V2
t
> y
i
=
t
2
P[U1 > tx] + o(1) +
t
2
P[V2 > ty] + o(1)
!
1
2
(x¡1 + y¡1): (4.11)
So (X;Y ) is standard regularly varying as well as asymptotically independent. The asymptotic independence
holds even if (U;V ) has no asymptotic independence.
Now observe that
tP[
X
tp · x;
Y
t
> y] =
t
2
P[U1 · tpx;V
p
1 > ty] +
t
2
P[U
p
2 · tpx;V2 > ty]
=
t
2
P[U1 · tpx;V1 > t1=py1=p] +
t
2
P[U2 · tx1=p;V2 > ty]
!0 +
1
2
º
³
[0;x1=p] £ (y;1]
´
=: ¹([0;x] £ (y;1]): (4.12)
If (U;V ) possess asymptotic independence so that º
¡
(0;1]
¢
= 0; then the non-degeneracy assumption 3
for ¹ stated at the beginning of Section 1.2 fails. So with (X;Y ) asymptotically independent, but (U;V ) not
being asymptotically independent, we have an example of (1.9). The conditional limit distribution H(x) in
(2.4) is
H(x) =
1
2
º
¡
[0;x1=p] £ (1;1]
¢
;
and again, for H(x) to be non-degenerate, we cannot have º
¡
(0;1]
¢
= 0:
4.2.2. Mixture of independent standard regularly varying random variables II: regularly varying transform.
Somewhat more generally, the details of this previous example can be repeated with (4.10) modi¯ed as
(4.13) (X;Y ) = B(U1;h(V1)) + (1 ¡ B)(h(U2);V2);
with h 2 RVp and h(t)=t ! 0. As before, (X;Y ) is standard regularly varying and asymptotically indepen-
dent and
(4.14) tP
h³ X
h(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ¹(¢);
where ¹ is given as in (4.12). The condition h(t)=t ! 0 is necessary and su±cient for (X;Y ) to be asymp-
totically independent as can be seen by examining the calculations leading to (4.11).16 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
To exemplify case (iii) of (2.11) where there is a negative index, suppose (4.14), (4.13) still hold with
h(t)=t ! 0: De¯ne
~ X =
1
X
; ~ h =
1
h
2 RV¡p;
and a measure ~ ¹ on [0;1] £ (0;1] by
~ ¹
¡
[0;x] £ (y;1]
¢
= ¹
¡
[
1
x
;1] £ (y;1]
¢
:
Then
tP
h³ ~ X
~ h(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ~ ¹(¢);
in M+
¡
[0;1]£(0;1]
¢
. The reason this works is that the ¯rst space in the product [0;1]£(0;1] is compact:
tP
h ~ X
~ h(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
=P
h X
h(t)
>
1
x
;
Y
t
> y]
!¹
¡
[
1
x
;1] £ (y;1]
¢
:
4.2.3. Mixture of independent standard regularly varying random variables III: ¦¡varying transform. Fi-
nally, suppose (4.13) still holds but this time suppose h is non-decreasing and ¦-varying with auxiliary
function g(t):
h 2 ¦(g):
For example, we could take
h(t) = logt; g(t) = 1:
Then h(t)=t ! 0 as t ! 1 so (X;Y ) is standard regularly varying as well as asymptotically independent.
To verify this we need the fact that if » is either U or V , then
(4.15) tP
hh(»)
t
> x
i
! 0; (x > 0; t ! 1):
To see this, let K be a large number and
tP
hh(»)
t
> x
i
=tP
hh(»)
t
> x;» · tK
i
+ tP
hh(»)
t
> x;»>tK
i
·o(1) + tP[» > tK] ! K¡1:
The upper bound is arbitrarily small and thus we veri¯ed (4.15).
Now we check that (X;Y ) is standard regularly varying and asymptotically independent:
tP
hX
t
> x or
Y
t
> y
i
=
t
2
P
hU1
t
> x or
h(V1)
t
> y
i
+
t
2
P
hh(U2)
t
> x or
V2
t
> y
i
=o(1) +
t
2
P
hU1
t
> x
i
+
t
2
P
hV2
t
> y
i
!
1
2
(x¡1 + y¡1):
Note we applied (4.15).
Next consider
tP
hX ¡ h(t)
g(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y] =o(1) +
t
2
P
hh(U2) ¡ h(t)
g(t)
· x;
V2
t
> y]
i
»
t
2
P
hU2
t
·
hÃ(g(t)x + h(t))
t
;
V2
t
> y
i
»
t
2
P
hU2
t
· ex;
V2
t
> y
i
!
1
2
º
¡
[0;ex] £ (y;1]
¢
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This exempli¯es case (ii) of (2.11).
The form of the conditioned limit is
P
hX ¡ h(t)
g(t)
· xjY > t
i
!
1
2
º
¡
[0;ex] £ (1;1]
¢
=: H(x); x 2 R:
4.3. An example from products. Suppose (»;´) are independent, non-negative random variables with ´
satisfying
P[´ > x] » x¡1; (x ! 1):
Then with H(x) = P[» · x] we have
tP
h³
»;
´
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! H £ º1
in M+
¡
[0;1]£(0;1]
¢
. Reminder: º1
¡
(x;1]
¢
= x¡1; for x > 0: It follows from Maulik et al. (2002, Theorem
2.1, page 677) that
tP
h³»´
t
;
´
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! (H £ º1) ± T¡1
in M+
¡
[0;1] £ (0;1]
¢
where
T(x;y) = (xy;y):
Without further assumptions (Maulik et al. (2002, Lemma 2.2, page 680)), it is not necessarily the case that
»´ has a regularly varying tail with index 1. See Example 3.1, Maulik et al. (2002).
5. Change of Coordinate System.
How much freedom do we have to measure the X-variable in di®erent units? For the example in sub-section
4.1.3 we saw that for (X;Y ) bivariate normal, it was possible to transform
X 7! logbÃ(X)
and get a conditional limit but the transformation
X 7! bÃ(X)
did not preserve existence of conditional limits. Can something more general be said about this issue?
Starting with the standard form (2.3), for what monotone functions h(¢) do there exist centering and
scaling functions ®2(t) > 0;¯2(t) 2 R, such that for some limit measure ¹2 satisfying the non-degeneracy
assumptions at the beginning of Section 2 we have
(5.1) tP
h³h(X) ¡ ¯2(t)
®2(t)
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ¹2
in M+
¡
[¡1;1]£(0;1]
¢
? This problem has many similarities to ones considered in Balkema (1973), Resnick
(1973). The experience gained in Sub-section 4.1.3 will be helpful.
Re-write the left side of (5.1) evaluated on [¡1;x] £ (y;1] as
tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
·
hÃ(®2(t)x + ¯2(t)) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
;
Y
t
> y
i
and since this converges, there must exist a limit Ã(x) such that
(5.2)
hÃ(®2(t)x + ¯2(t)) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
! Ã(x)
and then we see that
(5.3) ¹
¡
[¡1;Ã(x)] £ (y;1]
¢
= ¹2
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
:
The limit Ã cannot be constant without violating the non-degeneracy assumptions. Inverting (5.2) we get
h
¡
y®(t) + ¯(t)
¢
¡ ¯2(t)
®2(t)
! ÃÃ(y):18 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
This suggests we set
(5.4) ¯2(t) = h(¯(t));
since
(5.5)
h
¡
y®(t) + ¯(t)
¢
¡ h(¯(t))
®2(t)
! ÃÃ(y) ¡ ÃÃ(0) =: Â(y)
and we could always set
®2(t) = h(®(t) + ¯(t)) ¡ h(¯(t)):
We look at the possible forms of h in each of two cases, depending on the asymptotic behaviour of ®(t).
5.1. Case A: ®(t) is asymptotically a constant. Assume ¯(t) " 1 as t ! 1. If ® » 1, then
h
¡
y + ¯(t)
¢
¡ h(¯(t))
®2(t)
! Â(y);
and changing variables yields
h
¡
y + t
¢
¡ h(t)
®2(¯Ã(t))
! Â(y);
or
(5.6)
h
¡
logtx
¢
¡ h(logt)
®2
¡
¯Ã(logt)
¢ ! Â(logx); x > 0:
Since h ± log is non-decreasing, either (Geluk and de Haan (1987))
(a) h ± log 2 RVp;p > 0 in which case ®2(¯Ã(t)) » h(logt)
or
(b) h ± log 2 ¦(®2 ± ¯Ã(logt)):
Remark 2. (1) In Sub-section 4.1.3, ®(t) = 1: We tried h(x) = bÃ(x) but did not get a conditioned
limit law because
h ± log = bÃ ± log
is neither regularly varying, nor ¦-varying.
(2) In Sub-section 4.1.2, ®(t) = 1: We tried h(x) = logbÃ(x) which did lead to a conditioned limit law
because Lemma 1 proved
h ± log = logbÃ ± log 2 ¦(log):
(3) The result in item (b) suggests how to construct other examples of h which lead to conditioned
limits. If g is any slowly varying function, then
Z x
1
g(u)
u
du
is ¦-varying with auxiliary function g (de Haan (1976), Resnick (1987, page 30)). De¯ne h by
h(logx) =
Z x
1
g(u)
u
du
or
h0(x) = g(ex); h(x) =
Z x
0
g(eu)du:
Any such h will lead to a conditioned limit. Examples include:
² g(x) = logx and h(x) = x2=2:
² g(x) = loglogx and h(x) =
R x
0 logudu » xlogx:
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For an example where h ± log 2 RVp for p > 0, set
h(logx) = U(x) 2 RVp or h(x) = U(ex):
Apply this to the convergence (4.3) for the bivariate normal pair (X;Y ) where recall
¯(t) = ½b(t); ®(t) = 1; ¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
= N
³ x
p
1 ¡ ½2
´
y¡1:
Then evaluating (5.6) with
h(logt) = U(t) 2 RVp; p > 0;
gives, with ®2 ± ¯Ã±log = U that
U(tx) ¡ U(t)
U(t)
! xp ¡ 1 = Â(logx):
Therefore,
Â(y) = epy ¡ 1;
and from (5.3)
tP
hU(eX) ¡ U(e½b(t))
U(e½b(t))
· x;
bÃ(Y )
t
> y
i
=¹
¡
[¡1;ÂÃ(x)] £ (y;1]
¢
=N
³p¡1 log(1 + x)
p
1 ¡ ½2
´
y¡1:
So for this example,
¯2(t) = ®2(t) = U(e½b(t)):
5.2. Case B: ®(t) is not asymptotically a constant. Again assume ¯(t) " 1 as t ! 1. Transform
(5.5) to get
(5.7)
h
¡
y® ± ¯Ã(t) + t
¢
¡ h(t)
®2 ± ¯Ã(t)
! Â(y)
which is of the form
h
¡
t + f(t)y
¢
¡ h(t)
®¤(t)
! Â(y):
Provided that
f(t) = ® ± ¯Ã(t)
is self-neglecting, that is, the auxiliary function of a ¡-varying function, this means that
H(x) := exp
nZ x
1
1
f(u)
du
o
2 ¡(f):
Then de¯ning the function V by
h = V ± H or equivalently V = h ± HÃ
we have either (de Haan (1976, page 249), Resnick (1987, page 36))
(a) V 2 ¦ and Â(y) = logey = y;
or
(b) V 2 RVp; p > 0 and Â(y) = epy ¡ 1:
Thus h must either be the composition of a ¦-varying function and a ¡-varying function or the composition
of a regularly varying function and a ¡-varying function. (The composition of a regularly varying function
and a ¡-varying function is another ¡-varying function; see de Haan (1970), Resnick (1987, page 36)).
6. Characterizing the class of limit measures.
Assuming the Y -variable is standardized, what is the class of limits in (2.3)? We divide this issue in two
parts, depending on whether the limit measure ¹ is a product or not.20 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
6.1. The limit measure is a product. For this case, there is not much discussion required since for any
distribution function H(x) on R, the limit
¹ = H £ º1 or ¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;1]
¢
= H(x)y¡1
is possible. To achieve this limit, suppose X;Y are independent random variables with X having distribution
H and Y being standard Pareto. Then with ¯(t) = 0 and ®(t) = 1, (2.3) is satis¯ed.
6.2. The limit measure is not a product. When ¹ is not a product, assume ¯(t) ¸ 0 and that ¯Ã is
non-decreasing on the range of X. The material of Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 and Corollary 1 inform us that
the X-variable can also be standardized and (2.14) holds and Ã2 is given by (2.11). We express (2.14) as
(6.1) tP
h³¯Ã(X)
t
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ¹¤(¢) in M+
¡
[0;1] £ (0;1]
¢
and
(6.2) ¹¤
¡
[0;x] £ (y;1]
¢
= ¹
¡
[¡1;Ã2(x)] £ (y;1]
¢
:
From (6.1), we see that the distribution of (¯Ã(X);Y ) is standard regularly varying with limit measure
¹¤ on the cone [¡1;1] £ (0;1] and, therefore ¹¤ is homogeneous of order -1:
¹¤(c¤) = c¡1¹¤(¤);
where c > 0 and ¤ is a bounded Borel subset of [0;1]£(0;1]. This means ¹¤ has a spectral form. We pick
a norm. Any norm would do but for convenience de¯ne
k(x;y)k = jxj + jyj; (x;y) 2 R2:
Of course, when restricting attention to [0;1] £ (0;1], the absolute value bars can be dropped. The unit
sphere with repect to this norm in [0;1] £ (0;1] is
(6.3) @ := f(w;1 ¡ w) : 0 · w < 1g:
Then the standard argument using homogeneity yields for r > 0 and ¤ a Borel subset of [0;1),
¹¤
n
(x;y) 2 [0;1] £ (0;1] :k(x;y)k > r;
(x;y)
k(x;y)k
2 ¤
o
=¹¤
n
r(x;y) 2 [0;1] £ (0;1] : k(x;y)k > 1;
(x;y)
k(x;y)k
2 ¤
o
=r¡1¹¤
n
(x;y) 2 [0;1] £ (0;1] : k(x;y)k > 1;
(x;y)
k(x;y)k
2 ¤
o
=:r¡1S(¤): (6.4)
The measure S need not be a ¯nite measure on [0;1) but to guarantee that
(6.5) H¤(x) = H(Ã2(x)) = ¹
¡
[¡1;Ã2(x)] £ (1;1]
¢
is a probability measure, we need
(6.6)
Z 1
0
(1 ¡ w)S(dw) =
Z 1
0
S[0;w)dw = 1:
This will be clear from the following calculation to get the canonical form of H¤(x) for x > 0:
Using (6.4), write for x > 0,
¹¤
¡
[0;x] £ (y;1]
¢
=
ZZ
0·rw·x
r(1¡w)>y
0·w<1
r¡2drS(dw) =
Z 1
r=0
ÃZ
0·w·x=r
1¡y=r>w
0·w<1
S(dw)
!
r¡2dr
=
Z 1
0
S
¡
[0;
x
r
^ (1 ¡
y
r
) ^ 1)
¢
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=
Z 1
0
S
¡
[0;xv ^ (1 ¡ yv) ^ 1)
¢
dv: (6.7)
Integrating the double integral in reverse order yields the alternate expression
¹¤
¡
[0;x] £ (y;1]
¢
=
Z
w2[0;1)
ÃZ
y
1¡w<r· x
w
r¡2dr
!
S(dw)
=
Z
w2[0;1)
³
(1 ¡ w)y¡1 ¡ wx¡1
´
+
S(dw)
=y¡1
Z x=(x+y)
0
(1 ¡ w)S(dw) ¡ x¡1
Z x=(x+y)
0
wS(dw): (6.8)
Recall that to get ¹
¡
[¡1;x]£(y;1]
¢
we take either (6.8) or (6.7) and replace x by Ã2(x). To get H¤(x),
set y = 1 in either (6.8) or (6.7). As an example, suppose S is uniform on [0;1):
S(dw) =
dw
c
;
where c is chosen so that (6.6) is satis¯ed:
Z 1
0
w
c
dw= 1
which implies c = 1=2. This yields
¹¤
¡
[0;x] £ (y;1]
¢
=
x
x + y
h2
y
¡
³1 + x
y
x + y
´i
and setting y = 1 we get
H¤(x) =
x
1 + x
= 1 ¡
1
1 + x
; x > 0;
a Pareto distribution.
The class of limits ¹¤ or conditional limits
H¤(x) = lim
t!1P
h¯Ã(X)
t
· xjY > t]
is indexed by measures S on [0;1) satisfying the integrability condition (6.6).
7. Random norming
The density version of (1.9) suggests that it is useful to normalize the X-variable with a function of Y
rather than a deterministic a±ne transformation. This leads to a product form limit in all cases. We discuss
this in two stages:
² The X-variable can be standardized and the limit in (2.3) is not a product.
² The limit measure ¹ in (2.3) is a product measure.
7.1. The X-variable can be standardized and the limit measure ¹ is not a product. Continue to
suppose the set-up of Section 6.2 so that ¯(t) ¸ 0 and ¯Ã is non-decreasing on the range of X and (6.1)
holds. As in Section 6.2, let S be the spectral measure of ¹¤. With these assumptions we have the following
result.
Proposition 4. If (6.1) holds, then
(7.1) tP
h³¯Ã(X)
Y
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! G £ º1 in M+
¡
[0;1] £ (0;1]
¢
;
where for x > 0
(7.2) º1
¡
(x;1]
¢
= x¡1 and G(x) =
Z x
1+x
0
(1 ¡ w)S(dw):22 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
This means
P
h¯Ã(X)
Y
· xjY > t
i
! G(x); x > 0:
Conversely, if (7.1) holds, then so does (6.1). Furthermore, (7.1) is equivalent to
(7.3) tP
h³X ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! G ± ÃÃ
2 £ º1;
in M+([¡1;1] £ (0;1]), so that
P
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· xjY > t] ! G ± ÃÃ
2 (x):
Proof. This result is basically Theorem 2.1 of Maulik et al. (2002). The outline of the argument is as follows.
Applying the map
T1(x;y) = (
x
y
;y)
to (6.1) yields after a compacti¯cation argument that
tP
h³¯Ã(X)
Y
;
Y
t
´
2 ¢
i
v ! ¹¤ ± T
¡1
1 :
So the limit evaluated on [0;x] £ (y;1] is
¹¤f(u;v) :
u
v
· x;v > yg = y¡1¹¤f(u;v) :
u
v
· x;v > 1g
=y¡1
ZZ
rw
r(1¡w)·x
r(1¡w)>1
r¡2drS(dw)
=y¡1
Z
w· x
1+x
ÃZ
r> 1
1¡w
r¡2dr
!
S(dw)
=y¡1
Z x
1+x
0
(1 ¡ w)S(dw):
The converse proceeds similarly using the map
T2(x;y) = (xy;y) = T
¡1
1 (x;y):
To understand (7.3), we have from (7.1) that for x 2 R and y > 0,
tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
=tP
h¯Ã(X)
Y
·
¯Ã(®(Y )x + ¯(Y ))
Y
;
Y
t
> y
i
=
ZZ
v>y;0·u·¯Ã(®(tv)x+¯(tv))=tv
tP
h¯Ã(X)
Y
2 du;
Y
t
2 dv
i
!
ZZ
v>y;u·ÃÃ
2 (x)
G £ º1(du;dv)
=G(ÃÃ
2 (x) _ 0)y¡1:
¤
7.2. The limit measure ¹ is a product measure. In this section we suppose (2.3) holds with ¹ = H£º1.
In this case, from Proposition 2, (2.5) and (2.6) hold with
Ã1(x) ´ 1; Ã2(x) ´ 0:
Furthermore, (2.5) and (2.6) hold locally uniformly in c > 0.RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 23
Proposition 5. If,
(7.4) tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
! H(x)y¡1; (x 2 R; y > 0;)
for a non-degenerate distribution function H(x), then also
(7.5) tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
! H(x)y¡1 (x 2 R; y > 0)
and
P
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· xjY > t
i
! H(x):
Conversely, if (7.5) holds and ®(¢) and ¯(¢) satisfy (2.5) and (2.6) locally uniformly with Ã1(x) ´
1; Ã2(x) ´ 0; then (7.4) also holds.
Proof. For any K > y > 0 we have
tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
2 (y;K]
i
= tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
·
®(tY
t )
®(t)
x +
¯(tY
t ) ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
;
Y
t
2 (y;K]
i
and because of local uniform convergence in (2.5) and (2.6), this converges to
!¹
¡
[¡1;x] £ (y;K]
¢
= H(x)
³
y¡1 ¡ K¡1
´
:
Therefore
liminf
t!1 tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
¸ liminf
t!1 tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
2 (y;K]
i
= H(x)
³
y¡1 ¡ K¡1
´
:
Since this is true for all K > y, we have
liminf
t!1 tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
¸ H(x)y¡1:
Also,
limsup
t!1
tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
> y
i
· lim
t!1
tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
· x;
Y
t
2 (y;K]
i
+ limsup
t!1
tP
hY
t
> K
i
=H(x)
³
y¡1 ¡ K¡1
´
+ K¡1:
Letting K ! 1 provides the other half of the sandwich and (7.5) is proven.
For the converse, write
tP
hX ¡ ¯(t)
®(t)
· x;
Y
t
2 (y;K]
i
= tP
hX ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
·
®(t)
®(Y )
x +
¯(t) ¡ ¯(Y )
®(Y )
;
Y
t
2 (y;K]
i
:
Proceed as before using uniform convergence. ¤
8. Discussion and concluding remarks
The statistical models proposed by He®ernan and Tawn (2004) are based on the assumption that for
(X;Y ) having Gumbel marginal distributions, there exist normalising functions ®(¢) and ¯(¢) such that the
conditional distribution of
X¡¯(y)
®(y) given Y = y can be approximated for large y by some non-degenerate,
proper G(x). We have built our theory by standardizing Y to have asymptotically Pareto distribution and
looked at the conditional distribution of
X¡¯(t)
®(t) given Y > t which also leads to conditional distributions
for
X¡¯(Y )
®(Y ) given Y > t. This formulation is consistent with the He®ernan and Tawn (2004) approach and
allows a mathematically precise theory which can be related to the extended theory of multivariate regular
variation.24 J.E. HEFFERNAN AND S.I. RESNICK
One issue we have not resolved is consistency of di®erent models. The de¯nition (1.9) or its standardized
version (2.3) is not symmetric in the X;Y variables and we shortly present Example 1 emphasizing this
fact. However, when ¯tting models to data one has a choice of which variable to condition being large and
a logical issue is whether the various models obtained by conditioning on di®erent variables are related to
each other in any way. Currently we have nothing terribly useful to say on this issue other than to point out
that it seems important to understand consistency better.
We close with an example which hints at the complexity of the consistency issue.
Example 1. Suppose Gi(x); i = 1;2 are two distribution functions concentrating on (1;1) such that
¹ G2(x) » x¡®L(x); x ! 1; ® < 1
and set
b2(t) =
³ 1
1 ¡ G2
´Ã
(t):
Suppose G1 has (1 + ±)-moment for ± > 0. There exist random variables £(i); i = 1;2 with £(i) having
distribution Gi. Suppose B is Bernoulli with
P[B = 1] =
1
2
= P[B = 0];
R is a Pareto random variable with
P[R > r] = r¡1; r > 1
and that all variables R;£(1);£(2);B are independent. Let
£ = B(£(1);1) + (1 ¡ B)(1;£(2));
be a vector concentrating on the lines through (1;1) parallel to the axes and de¯ne
(X;Y ) = R£
to be a random vector. We demonstrate the following facts about the vector (X;Y ).
(1) The marginal distributions each have regularly varying tails:
(8.1) P[X > x] »
1
2
(1 + E£(1))x¡1; P[Y > x] »
1
2
E(R®) ¹ G2(x); x ! 1:
The result for X follows from
P[X > x] =
1
2
P[R£(1) > x] +
1
2
P[R > x]
and an application of a theorem of Breiman (Breiman (1965)), since R has a heavier tail than £(1).
Similarly for Y we have
P[Y > x] =
1
2
P[R > x] +
1
2
P[R£(2) > x] »
1
2
E(R®) ¹ G2(x);
by another application of Breiman's theorem, since £(2) has a heavier tail than R.
(2) We have for ¯xed x > 0, y > 0,
(8.2) tP[
R£(1)
t
> x;
R
b2(t)
> y] ! 0; as t ! 1;
since this probability is bounded by
tP[
R
b2(t)
> y] = tP[
R
t
>
b2(t)
t
y] ! 0
owing to b2(t)=t ! 1. Furthermore,
(8.3) tP[
R
t
> x;
R£(2)
b2(t)
> y] ! 0:RANDOM VECTORS WITH AN EXTREME COMPONENT 25
To see this, evaluate the probability as
t
Z 1
tx
r¡2 ¹ G2(
b2(t)y
r
)dr =
t
b2(t)y
Z b2(t)y=(tx)
0
¹ G2(s)ds
which by Karamata's theorem is
»
1
1 ¡ ®
b2(t)y
tx ¹ G2(
b2(t)y
tx )
b2(t)
t
=
1
1 ¡ ®
y
x
¹ G2(
b2(t)y
tx
) ! 0:
(3) The distribution of (X;Y ) is multivariate regularly varying on [0;1]2 n f0g with asymptotic inde-
pendence. This follows from
tP[
X
t
> x;
Y
b2(t)
> y] =
t
2
P[
R£(1)
t
> x;
R
b2(t)
> y] +
t
2
P[
R
t
> x;
R£(2)
b2(t)
> y] ! 0;
and therefore
tP[
X
t
> x or
Y
b2(t)
> y] =tP[
X
t
> x] + P[
Y
b2(t)
> y] + o(1)
!
1 + E£(1)
2
x¡1 +
1
2
E(R®)y¡®
or equivalently
(8.4) tP
h³X
t
;
Y
b2(t)
´
2 ¢
i
v !
1 + E£(1)
2
º1 £ ±f0g +
1
2
E(R®)±f0g £ º®
in M+
¡
[0;1]2 n f0g
¢
:
(4) The distribution of (X;Y ) possesses hidden regular variation on (0;1]2. To see this, we write
tP[
X
t
> x;
Y
t
> y] =
t
2
P[
R£(1)
t
> x;
R
t
> y] +
t
2
P[
R
t
> x;
R£(2)
t
> y]
=A + B:
For A we get
A =
t
2
Z 1
ty
r¡2 ¹ G1(
tx
r
)dr =
t
2
Z x=y
0
¹ G1(s)
ds
tx
=
1
2x
Z x=y
0
¹ G1(s)ds:
Similarly
B =
1
2y
Z y=x
0
¹ G2(s)ds:
(5) We can obtain conditional limits by conditioning on X. Because of (8.1), a proper scaling of X is
by t. We have for x > 0; y > 0 that
tP[
Y
t
· y;
X
t
> x] = P[
X
t
> x;
Y
t
· y]
=
t
2
P[
R£(1)
t
> x;
R
t
· y] +
t
2
P[
R
t
> x;
R£(2)
t
· y]
=
t
2
Z ty
1
r¡2 ¹ G1(
tx
r
)dr +
t
2
Z 1
tx
r¡2G2(
ty
r
)dr
=
t
2
Z tx
x=y
ds
tx
¹ G1(s) +
t
2
Z y=x
0
G2(s)
ds
ty
!
1
2x
Z 1
x=y
¹ G1(s)ds +
1
2y
Z y=x
0
G2(s)ds
= : ¹
¡
(x;1] £ [0;y]
¢
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on (0;1] £ [0;1]. This leads to the conditional limit
(8.5) P
hY
t
· y
¯
¯ ¯
X
t
> 1
i
!
R 1
1=y
¹ G1(s)ds + 1
y
R y
0 G2(s)ds
1 + E(µ(1))
:
(6) Hidden regular variation holds on (0;1] £ [0;1] from the previous step and not just on (0;1]2 as
previously asserted.
(7) Conditional limits can also be obtained by conditioning on Y . Because of the tail of the distribution
of Y being heavier as given in (8.1), a proper normalization of Y is by b2(t). If we try to normalize
X by t, we do not get a desirable limit since by (8.4), we have for x > 0; y > 0,
tP[
X
t
· x;
Y
b2(t)
> y] !
1
2
y¡®
which fails to be non-degenerate in x.
However, if we do not normalize X, we get for x > 1 and y > 0,
tP[X > x;
Y
b2(t)
> y] »
t
2
P[R > x;
R£(2)
b2(t)
> y]
=
t
2b2(t)y
Z b2(t)y=x
0
¹ G2(s)ds »
1
2x(1 ¡ ®)
t ¹ G2(b2(t)y=x)
»
(y=x)¡®
2x(1 ¡ ®)
=
1
2(1 ¡ ®)
x¡(1¡®)y¡®:
Therefore, for x > 1;y > 0, as t ! 1,
tP[X · x;
Y
b2(t)
> y] !
1
2(1 ¡ ®)
³
1 ¡
1
x1¡®
´
y¡®:
This leads to the conditional limit
(8.6) P
h
X · x
¯
¯ ¯
Y
t
> 1
i
! 1 ¡
1
x1¡®:
Comparing (8.5) with (8.6), it is not clear what, if any, consistency conditions are possible between the
two limits.
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